moto
collaborative, modular lounge

motofunction

an extensive offering of organic forms
Arrange and rearrange the modular components of Moto to create gathering spaces, places of refuge and
everything in between. Moto’s ﬂexible geometry allows for limitless modular conﬁgurations and freestanding
arrangements. The comfortable design encourages relaxed postures, while casegoods and tables deﬁne
spaces for sharing ideas.
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moto

motogather

adaptive and mobile
Moto creates dynamic, adaptive spaces. Mobile and modular lounge, media casegoods and support tables
provide ﬂexibility and encourage casual interaction, social gathering and collaborative work.
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moto

break out to casual and comfortable

motosocial
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Socialize between classes or take a break after a meeting with Moto lounge seating. Utilize pull-up tables
and workshelves to hold a cup of coffee, or recharge with integrated power units.
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moto

motoshare

interact in huddles, couples and more
Gather in groups for informal interaction or huddle around a work table to increase collaboration.
Tablet arms, arm caps and writable surfaces provide enhanced functionality for group work.
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moto

motospace

create some space and connect
Minimize distraction with Moto componentry by establishing places of focus. Privacy screens, storage units
and pull-up tables with mobile lounge increase productivity and deﬁne space.
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moto

motomedia

plug in, engage and recharge
Seamlessly share ideas and information with integrated technology. Moto provides easy access to power
and media, making it a breeze to connect and participate.
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moto

Lounge A stitch in the center of seating provides a tailored upholstery detail. Foot Options A metal foot with concealed leveling is standard, or
select an optional wood foot. Casters Available on four legs for maximum mobility. Tables Conical tables are offered in veneer, paint or laminate
with a knife edge top. The polystyrene base features a woodgrain texture.
Learn how Moto can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.

motomodular
www.jsifurniture.com

motomodular

Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain conﬁguration and texture.
These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light ﬁnishes.
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moto

inline modular lounge with 90° corners
overall dimensions
198”W 122”D

concave work-shelf lounge with
conical table, freestanding media
table and bookcases
overall dimensions
149”W 189”D

media table with bookcases
overall dimensions
96”W 72”D

inline modular lounge with privacy
screen and conical work table
overall dimensions
92”W 92”D

convex lounge with freestanding
media table
overall dimensions
120”W 108”D

multi-directional modular lounge
with linking table tops
overall dimensions
210”W 134”D

freestanding privacy lounge
with conical pull-up tables
overall dimensions
91”W 114”D

90° inline lounge with mobile convex,
conical table and casegoods
overall dimensions
148”W 156”D

modular convex lounge with linking
tables and pull-up tables
overall dimensions
278”W 104”D

Moto designed by David Allan Pesso
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